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We would like to acknowledge the Dharawal People, the traditional 
custodians of this land and recognise their continuing connection to 
land, waters and culture. We pay our respects to their Elders past, 
present and emerging. 
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Executive Summary

Introduction

fjmtstudio was engaged by Wollongong City Council (WCC) at the 
beginning of 2020.  The process to date has involved the development 
of three high level concept designs for analysis and selection by 
Wollongong City Council.  In parallel, the design team has undertaken 
rigorous site analysis and background information review to 
understand the constraints and opportunities of the site plus the 
project’s context including previous stakeholder engagement, studies 
and masterplans, benchmarks and post occupancy reviews.  

This Architectural Statement is for the purpose of a Development 
Application and should be read in conjunction with aligned Statement 
of Environmental Effects and Consultant reports.
Concept Design has involved further development of the selected 
scheme, Option 3, with significant input from council stakeholders 
and management team as well as project consultants. Community 
Consultation has commenced with both ‘Have your Say’ and virtual 
‘drop in’ sessions undertaken.  
Option 3 has offered significant opportunity to respond not only to 
the aspirations of the brief but also contribute to the objectives of 
the Warrawong Town Centre Masterplan and the needs expressed 
by the local community. Most importantly the project’s form and 
configuration supports the benefits of converged library and 
community centre uses with the additional advantage of a significant 
Town Square open space.

 / Image Caption
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Concept Options
Following a rigorous process of background and site 
analysis fjmt developed three high level concept 
options for review and selection by council.  The 
options explored a range of locations for the briefed 
facilities and their resultant form, landscaped space 
and contribution to the town centre urban structure. A 
number of other critical factors were considered in the 
assessment of the options as outlined below:

 — parking allocation and resultant open space
 — impact on in-ground services 
 — Flooding and Ground Water
 — CPTED
 — Convergence of social infrastructure uses in co-located 

site
 — efficiency of plan, building envelope and services
 — construction cost
 — Building access and address
 — response and positive contribution to the Warrawong 

Town Centre Masterplan
 — alignment with community and stakeholder 

engagement outcomes
 — assessment of the schemes using the criteria set out in 

the Government Architect’s ‘Better Placed’ guidelines
 — Street activation and noise from King Street
 — Laneway and in ground services
 — Sustainability measures in the context of WCC’s draft 

strategies
 — Construction Cost
 — Address and Access

Option 1 _ Civic Veranda
North facing loggia (civic veranda) with north-south 
pedestrian street providing clearances for existing in 
ground services and extension of Cowper Lane uses

[+]
 — Strong engagement to Greene Street
 — Creation of outlook to north through landscaped 

setback
 — Flood impact can be managed through northern 

setback and generous lane width 

[-]
 — Building form is bifurcated by lane
 — Results in 2 buildings connected by link which results 

in less efficient building envelope, more lifts / stairs, 
more roof

 — Unclear address for uses
 — Obscures buildings to the south
 — Limited resultant landscape space
 — Flexibility in parking layout is limited

Option 2 _ Town Square
A traditional town plaza surrounded by built form on three 
sides

[+]
 — Good activation of open space
 — Strong sense of community created by town centre 

plaza
 — Strong presence for community hall and community 

facilities 

[-]
 — Balance of laneway clearance and rear ‘wall’ to square 

is difficult to achieve
 — Clearance to existing in ground services in laneway is 

constrained
 — Built form to western side limited by vehicular access 

and existing lane
 — Negative flood impact particularly at southern end of 

Town Square

Option 3 _ Civic Heart, Civic Park (Selected Scheme)
A traditional town plaza surrounded by built form on three 
sides

[+]
 — Building form supports colocation of community and 

library facilities
 — One address
 — Efficiencies in pedestrian circulation
 — Strong presence in a town centre which is likely to grow 

in height (mirrors height of pub diagonally opposite)
 — Results in generous civic park which is large enough to 

accommodate a diverse range of uses
 — Least flood impact
 — Most flexibility in parking layouts 

[-]
 — Less ground level space footprint - uses at ground level 

need to be carefully prioritised
 — Vertical wayfinding through building needs careful 

consideration of sight lines

Background

 / Image Caption  / Image Caption  / Image Caption
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 / Site Uses
The site encompasses the original community centre facing 
Greene Street, shop fronts along King Street and a portion 
of the existing Cowper Lane (Laneway 127).  Site addresses 
are 7-9 King Street (Community Centre) plus 54-68 King 
Street (Commercial shop fronts).  

The site sits at the threshold / gateway of Warrawong 
Town Centre with clear visibility from King Street as well as 
Greene Street. 

Uses at this location transition from shop front retail to 
Town Centre fringe (fire station, petrol station and big box 
retail). 

To the north of the site, social housing blocks occupy the 
frontage of Greene Street with an open space of lawn 
created by the relatively recent demolition of two blocks.
To the west, a Barnardos Centre including childcare, shares 
a boundary with the site.  

Rear lane access to King St and Cowper Street shops 
defines the southern boundary of the site 

 / King Street Character
The King Street streetscape is characterised by 2 storey 
shop fronts and a larger 3 storey building on the corner of 
Cowper and King Streets.  Currently the contiguous shop 
fronts do not offer mid-block access to Cowper Lane.
Town Centre activation has declined given the lower 
occupancy of the shops and internalised configuration of 
Warrawong Town Plaza. The low amenity of King Street, 
particularly high density traffic, pedestrian barriers and 
lack of street planting, results in a challenging frontage for 
the new library and community centre.  It is critical that 
any new proposal offers visual activation to King Street 
but openings and permeable frontages are generally 
impractical given the acoustic and flooding issues, lack 
of amenity as well as the safety of occupants, particularly 
children, in the context of hight traffic zones.

 / Greene Street Character
Facing north towards a street with lower traffic loads, the 
Greene Street frontage offers opportunity to promote 
activity and take advantage of sun access. Its quieter, leafy 
character provides a better choice of address for the site 
as well as combined vehicular access / address which is 
prohibited on the arterial King Street frontage.

Site Analysis

 / View of site from the corner of King and Greene Streets

 / Site in the context of Warrawong Town Centre

 / King Street Shop Frontages  / Image of site from Greene Street
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 / Uses and key neighbours

Site Plan and Uses
1. Department of Housing
2. Open space on Department of Housing Land
3. Fire Station
4. Petrol Station
5. Big Box retail 
6. Open Hearth Hotel
7. 3 storey street front
8. Warrawong Shopping Centre
9. Substation
10. Cowper Street restaurant strip
11. Bernados
12. Residential 

Site Analysis
Uses, Access and Address
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EXPLANATORY NOTES

1. UNDERGROUND SERVICES SHOWN ON THIS PLAN HAVE BEEN POSITIONED USING A SERVICES LOCATOR, AND SHOWS APPROXIMATE POSITION ONLY. SEE THE ATTACHED DIAL
BEFORE YOU DIG CAUTION IN THIS PLAN SPACE. NO INVESTIGATION OF LOCATION OF ANY FOOTINGS OR FOUNDATIONS HAS BEEN CARRIED OUT.

2. SPOT LEVELS & CONTOURS REPRESENT GENERAL GROUND LEVEL ONLY. THEY GIVE AN APPROXIMATE REPRESENTATION ONLY OF THE SHAPE AND LEVELS OF THE GROUND
SURFACE. CONTOURS DO NOT REPRESENT THE PRECISE LEVEL AT ANY PARTICULAR POINT EXCEPT WHERE A SPOT LEVEL IS SHOWN. SHOULD CRITICAL DESIGN FACTORS BE IN
EXISTENCE THEN IT MAY BE NECESSARY TO OBTAIN SUPPLEMENTARY LEVELS TO CONFIRM DESIGN CONSTRAINTS OR PARTICULARS. (TO THIS EXTENT IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE
CONTOUR INTERVAL IS 0.5 m)

3. CONTOURS ARE INTERPOLATED FROM SPOT LEVELS AS SHOWN & SHOULD BE USED AS A GUIDE ONLY. DO NOT RE-INTERPOLATE CONTOURS.

4. THE DTM MESH SUPPLIED IS NOT TO BE USED FOR VOLUME CALCULATIONS, AND MAY NOT REFLECT THE DEPTH OF EXCAVATED SURFACES OR VARIATION IN GROUND LEVEL UNDER
ANY BUILDINGS/STRUCTURES. SPOT LEVELS MAY BE SHOWN TO INDICATE GROUND FEATURES AND THESE SPOT LEVELS MAY NOT BE INCLUDED IN THE DEFINITION OF THE DTM MESH.

5. PLEASE NOTE THAT NO BOUNDARY DEFINITION SURVEY HAS BEEN UNDERTAKEN FOR THIS PLAN AND NO BOUNDARIES HAVE BEEN MARKED. BOUNDARIES ARE SHOWN IN
APPROXIMATE LOCATION ONLY WHICH HAVE ONLY BEEN TAKEN FROM A COPY OF THE DEPOSITED PLAN AND NOT VERIFIED BY FIELD SURVEY. THE BOUNDARIES CAN ONLY BE
VERIFIED BY UNDERTAKING A COMPREHENSIVE BOUNDARY DEFINITION SURVEY TO ESTABLISH THE AVAILABLE BOUNDARIES OF THE PROPERTY.

6. RELATIONSHIP OF IMPROVEMENTS AND TREES TO BOUNDARIES IS DIAGRAMMATIC ONLY AS THEY HAVE NOT BEEN ACCURATELY DETERMINED. WHERE OFFSETS ARE CRITICAL THEY
SHOULD BE CONFIRMED BY FURTHER SURVEY. THE CO-ORDINATES OF BUILDING CORNERS WERE DETERMINED BY TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY AND THEREFORE ARE APPROXIMATE ONLY.

7. TREE CANOPIES & TRUNKS IF SHOWN ARE POSITIONED FOR DIAGRAMATIC PURPOSES ONLY. THE CANOPY & TRUNK SIZES SHOWN ON THIS PLAN ARE APPROXIMATE ONLY.

8. ROOF LEVELS IF SHOWN ARE ONLY SHOWN TO THE NEAREST 0.1m AND ARE ACCURATE TO ±0.05m.

9. ORIGIN OF LEVELS IS AUSTRALIAN HEIGHT DATUM (A.H.D.) DERIVED FROM SSM 14814, RL 14.414 (AHD, SOURCE - SCIMS).

10. WE HAVE NOT CARRIED OUT A TITLE SEARCH OF THE FOLIO IDENTIFIER AT THE OFFICE OF LRS NSW IN ORDER TO DETERMINE THE EXISTENCE OF EASEMENTS OR RESTRICTIONS
THAT MAY AFFECT THE LAND. (ANY EASEMENTS SHOWN ARE TAKEN DIRECTLY FROM THE PLAN OF SUBDIVISION CREATING THE ALLOTMENT.)

11. THIS PLAN & ACCOMPANYING DIGITAL MODEL HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR FRANCIS JONES MOREHEN THORP - ITS USE IS LIMITED TO SITE ANALYSIS MATTERS & MUST BE USED FOR
NO OTHER PURPOSE OR BY ANY UNAUTHORIZED THIRD PARTY. THE CONTENTS REMAINS THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OF LANDTEAM.

12. THIS PLAN IS TO BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE README FILE ON THE ACCOMPANYING DIGITAL TRANSFER AND THE PDF FILE ATTACHED.

MGA 2020CAUTION

ONLY APPARENT SERVICES HAVE BEEN LOCATED BY
SURVEY. NO SEARCH OF PUBLIC UTILITIES HAS BEEN
CARRIED OUT TO DETERMINE THE LOCATION OF ANY

UNDERGROUND SERVICES SUCH AS TELSTRA, POWER,
GAS, SEWER OR WATER. AS SUCH BEFORE CARRYING

OUT ANY DESIGN OR CONSTRUCTION WORK YOU NEED
TO DIAL 1100 BEFORE YOU PROCEED

CAUTION:
THE NORTH POINT ORIENTATION SHOWN HEREON HAS BEEN TAKEN

FROM UNDERLYING CADASTRAL PLANS ONLY. NO ATTEMPT HAS BEEN

MADE TO DETERMINE ITS RELATIONSHIP TO EITHER CURRENT

MAGNETIC NORTH OR TRUE NORTH.

(A) EASEMENT FOR SUPPORT 0.3 WIDE (VIDE P30260)

(B) RIGHT OF FOOTWAY 1.22 WIDE (VIDE P30260)

NOTE:

· FOR SPOT LEVEL INFORMATION SEE 3D DIGITAL MODEL

· FOR FEATURE DESCRIPTION SEE LAYER NAME IN 3D DIGITAL MODEL

LEGEND
CP COMMUNICATIONS PIT
DP DRAINAGE PIT
EC ELECTRICITY CUPBOARD
EP ELECTRICITY PIT
FL FLOOR LEVEL
HY HYDRANT
INS INSPECTION OPENING
K&G KERB & GUTTER
LP LIGHT POLE
PP POWER POLE
RW RETAINING WALL
SMH SEWER MAINTENANCE HOLE
SP SIGN POST
TSP TRAFFIC SIGNAL PIT
USP UNCLASSIFIED SERVICE PIT
WDV WATER DIVIDER VALVE
WM WATER METER
WP WATER POINT

DENOTES HARDSTAND AREA

DENOTES APPROXIMATE LOCATION
OF SEWER MAIN

CAUTION:

Survey infrastructure exists within the vicinity of this site.

Section 24(1) of the Surveying and Spatial Information Act 2002 states a

person must not remove, damage, destroy, displace, obliterate or deface any

survey mark unless authorised to do so by the Surveyor-General.

Any future construction works proposed that may affect any survey

infrastructure cannot be undertaken until a Registered Surveyor is engaged

to organise their relocation in accordance with the Surveyor-General

Direction No. 11 ‘Preservation of Survey Infrastructure’.

CLASSIFICATION OF SUBSURFACE UTILITY SHOTS BY COASTAL CABLE LOCATORS

CLASS B (TRACED) - ELECTRONICALLY TRACED QL-B ON 8/04/2020 WITH GOOD SIGNAL TRACED IN

ACCORDANCE WITH AS5488-2013 - CLASSIFICATION OF SUBSURFACE UTILITY INFORMATION

(TOLERANCE' +/-300mm ABOVE & 500mm BELOW).

NOTE:

UNDERGROUND SERVICES LOCATED BY ELECTRONIC TRACE METHODS BY COASTAL CABLE

LOCATORS. LOCATION OF SERVICES IN THE MODEL ARE BASED ON INFORMATION MARKED UP ON

SITE BY COASTAL CABLE LOCATORS & LOCATED HORIZONTALLY ONLY BY LANDTEAM FOLLOWING

COASTAL CABLE LOCATORS WORK. DEPTHS SHOWN ON THIS PLAN ARE AS SUPPLIED BY COASTAL

CABLE LOCATORS AND ARE INDICATIVE ONLY, NOTING THE ABOVE SIGNAL TOLERANCE OF

+/-300mm. ANY SERVICES REQUIRING A MORE ACCURATE DEPTH SHOULD BE CONFIRMED BY

DIRECT MEASUREMENT UTILISING POTHOLING TECHNIQUES TO QUALITY LEVEL 'A' AS INDICATED

BY DUTY OF CARE FROM ASSETT OWNERS.

LEGEND

DENOTES APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF UNDERGROUND TRAFFIC SIGNAL SERVICES

DENOTES APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF UNDERGROUND COMMUNICATION SERVICES

DENOTES APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF UNDERGROUND ELECTRICAL SERVICES

DENOTES APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF UNDERGROUND GAS SERVICES

DENOTES APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF UNDERGROUND WATER SERVICES

DENOTES APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF UNDERGROUND STORMWATER SERVICES
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 / Primary Addresses and Vehicular Entry

Address
The community centre and Illawarra Legal Centre are 
accessed via Greene Street forming a precedent for the 
address of the new centre. Cowper Lane offers rear lane 
access to all buildings within the block, entering from 
Greene Street and exiting via Cowper Street.
Shop fronts have primary addresses to King Street however 
these were built prior to detailed flood response which 
requires much higher RLs in relation to pavement levels.
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Site Analysis
Landscape

 / Landscape
Established vegetation is very limited on all parts of this 
site. There are no street trees facing King Street and the 
majority of trees on Greene Street are of limited size and 
outside of the street boundary.
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 / Sun Access
The northern frontage to Greene Street provides excellent 
amenity both for the new building and for the proposed 
Town Plaza.
The form of the building complies with continuous street 
frontage objectives within the Town Centre Masterplan and 
as such has primary frontages to the east and west.

The articulation of the east and west frontages will require 
carefully consideration to provide shading and shelter.  
The western side of the building will be offered a deep 
colonnade over two levels with additional external shading 
to Levels 1 and 2. 
Additional shading will be offered by the landscape with 
a row of trees flanking the colonnade.(See sun access 
studies)

The eastern side of the building will provide a balance of 
solid and glazed facade with external shades. Deep window 
reveals and additional shade to the picture windows at 
ground level assist in shading.

Site Analysis
Sun Access

For further information refer to Site Analysis Diagram
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 / Within Warrawong
Warrawong is chacterised by an extensive proportion of 
open air parking including large areas south of Cowper 
Street (both East and West of King Street), frontage along 
Montgomery Street and zones around Warrawong Plaza.  

 / Warrawong Plaza
According to Warrawong Plaza’s website, there are over 
1650 space allocated to the centre. While it is not the 
intention of the project to use the plaza’s parking as a 
default or overflow, it is anticipated that many people 
travelling to Warrawong will visit the Plaza as the primary 
destination and then walk to the library (leaving shopping 
under cover in car). 

 / Existing Library Site
The current library location is separated by local parkland 
and ovals. Pedestrian access to the library from the mall 
is a walk of over 500m without shelter. Current parking is 
shared with big box retail and is limited. It should be noted 
that the library was originally located in the Plaza offering a 
‘one stop shop’ for library visitors / shoppers.  The proposed 
location will return much of this convenience.

 / Option for basement parking
Given the significant flooding issues within Warrawong 
Town Centre, basement parking is both complex and 
expensive to deliver and discouraged by WCC’s planning 
team due to flood safety issues.
Ground water is also an important consideration on site 
which would require significant tanking and additional 
structure for the building.

Parking

 / Warrawong Library and ‘Big Box’ retail

 / Open air carparking in Warrawong and location of existing library

 / Pedestrian Pathway from Warrawong Library to Town Centre  / Council and Pub parking on Montgomery Avenue

Current Library

~ 500m

~ 100m
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 / Corrimal Library and Community Centre  / Dapto Library and Community Centre  / Dapto Library and Community Centre

 / Total Warrawong Car Spaces 

Within 400m of the site there are over 2300 car spaces.  

 — An established shared bicycle and pedestrian route 
around Lake Illawarra encourages sustainable 
transport / recreation options. 

 — Warrawong Masterplan envisions Cowper Lane as 
an extension of this vibrant pedestrian precinct, 
connecting to a new civic hub. 

 — Public Parking for the town centre is provided at 17 
Montgomery Avenue, and private parking is available 
in neighbouring facilities including the Hearth Hotel, 
Chemist Warehouse, Bunnings and at Warrawong Plaza.

 — Buses play a vital role servicing the community residing 
in smaller towns in the vicinity of Warrawong including 
Lake Heights, Berkeley, Cringila, Port Kembla, Windang 
and Primbee. The routes service Cowper and King 
Street. As the site is within 400m of a bus stop, the 
required parking rate can be reduced by 10% under 
the DCP. (note that there is no allocation of spaces for 
Community / Library use in the DCP)

 — Cowper Lane currently serves as loading and parking 
access for Bernados and 17 Greene Street, as well as for 
the retail and food outlets along Cowper Street. With an 
increased emphasis on pedestrian connection to the 
site via the lane, initiatives to reduce vehicular loads 
are considered

Carparking Continued

 / Car park to Facility Area Benchmarking
 —  Benchmarking of other library / community facilities 

within the Wollongong LGA results in an average square 
metre rate of 1/42sqm which result in approximately  
67 cars for the proposed facilities of approximately 
2800sqm.The current community centre has 11 
spaces, the existing library has 8 spaces

 — It is assumed from the ‘Warrawong Community Centre 
& Library study: Impacts and Benefits Report’ that up to 
70% of users will visit retail centres and will choose to 
keep their car and shopping in these centres

11 for community 
centre
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Flooding 

Flooding
Surrounded by hills and escarpments and on the edge of Lake Illawarra, 
Warrawong Town Centre is highly susceptible to flooding.  The project site 
experiences flooding from the North and West travelling down both King and 
Greene Streets and continuing across the intersection as well as across the site 
primarily along Cowper Lane.  

A requirement of the project is to ensure that flood impact is no greater than the 
existing condition.

The flood strategy for the proposal includes

1. Allowing the flood path to travel across the site primarily within the footprint 
of the existing lane

2. Avoidance of basements
3. Mounding of landscape to further direct flows along the footprint of Cowper 

Lane 
4. Floor level of ground floor set to the flood level plus freeboard at the 

entrance with additional flood prevention at the cafe threshold.  
5. Entry and egress onto King Street which is flood prone is avoided including 

directing fire escapes to the west.
6. No additional flood waters are directed onto King Street from the newly 

formed southern laneway.  This is achieved by raising the level within the 
lane

7. Consideration of flooding and velocities across the site in relation to car 
parking

8. Consideration of the location of sensitive equipment such as substations in 
relation to their siting and potential damage by flooding

 / Hydraulic Terrain Model by Rhelm

 / PMF Existing Flood Depth by Rhelm
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Convergence vs Colocation
As libraries evolve to cater for a reduction in borrowing 
and increase in programs and services, they become 
progressively more like community centres.  Both 
community centres and libraries are critical elements of 
social infrastructure and a ‘Third Place’ where people feel 
they belong, can connect with each other in democratic 
space and participate in community / life long learning. 

Previous colocated library and community centres within 
the Wollongong LGA and nationally have typically offered 
separated facilities with different access, duplicated 
staff facilities, foyer and lounge spaces and storage, with 
resultant inefficiencies.

The benefits of converged facilities are now better 
understood, leading to a range of hybrid buildings:

[+]
 — Greater critical mass of use and activity throughout the 

day / night
 — Greater efficiency and occupation of spaces 
 — Cross pollination of programs and chance 

serendipitous experiences for users
 — Greater coordination between departments within 

council in the delivery of community services
 — One stop shop for programs / services and life long 

learning
 — Reduction in ‘double up’ (youth programs run through 

through both library and community facilities, for 
example)

 — Increased demand for seating and meeting spaces 
experienced in many contemporary libraries can 
be partially met by the community centre spaces in 
periods of infrequent use 

[-]
 — Management of library spaces out of hours and 

protection of collection / equipment
 — Changed operations and management structures 

Laneway and in ground services
The existing Cowper Laneway North is the venue for a range 
of in ground services including

 — HV Cable
 — Sewer
 — Gas

To avoid unnecessary relocation of services due to the 
site’s redevelopment, the proposal has indicated a zone 
easement and maintaining the footprint as a dedicated 
road, allowing services to stay in situ and ensuring access 
by maintenance teams as required.  

Laneway and loading / parking access for neighbours
Cowper Lane offers rear lane access to properties to the 
south and west of the site. This includes garbage trucks as 
well as smaller vehicles.

It is proposed to move vehicular access to the west of the 
site to allow a unified configuration of building and open 
space without bifurcation by a vehicular lane.  Vehicular 
access to Cowper Lane South will be limited by directing 
visitor cars back on to Greene Street rather than continuing 
south to Cowper Street. Service vehicles can continue 
south down to Cowper St as required.  Given the intention 
of the Warrawong Town Centre masterplan to activate local 
lanes and improve pedestrian experience, reducing vehicles 
in the narrow throat south of the site is critical. 

Key Opportunities and Constraints
In Detail

 / Cowper Lane Services

 / Ground Plane and Surrounding neighbours

BRICK BUILDING

METAL ROOF

"WARRAWONG

COMMUNITY
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EXPLANATORY NOTES

1. UNDERGROUND SERVICES SHOWN ON THIS PLAN HAVE BEEN POSITIONED USING A SERVICES LOCATOR, AND SHOWS APPROXIMATE POSITION ONLY. SEE THE ATTACHED DIAL
BEFORE YOU DIG CAUTION IN THIS PLAN SPACE. NO INVESTIGATION OF LOCATION OF ANY FOOTINGS OR FOUNDATIONS HAS BEEN CARRIED OUT.

2. SPOT LEVELS & CONTOURS REPRESENT GENERAL GROUND LEVEL ONLY. THEY GIVE AN APPROXIMATE REPRESENTATION ONLY OF THE SHAPE AND LEVELS OF THE GROUND
SURFACE. CONTOURS DO NOT REPRESENT THE PRECISE LEVEL AT ANY PARTICULAR POINT EXCEPT WHERE A SPOT LEVEL IS SHOWN. SHOULD CRITICAL DESIGN FACTORS BE IN
EXISTENCE THEN IT MAY BE NECESSARY TO OBTAIN SUPPLEMENTARY LEVELS TO CONFIRM DESIGN CONSTRAINTS OR PARTICULARS. (TO THIS EXTENT IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE
CONTOUR INTERVAL IS 0.5 m)

3. CONTOURS ARE INTERPOLATED FROM SPOT LEVELS AS SHOWN & SHOULD BE USED AS A GUIDE ONLY. DO NOT RE-INTERPOLATE CONTOURS.

4. THE DTM MESH SUPPLIED IS NOT TO BE USED FOR VOLUME CALCULATIONS, AND MAY NOT REFLECT THE DEPTH OF EXCAVATED SURFACES OR VARIATION IN GROUND LEVEL UNDER
ANY BUILDINGS/STRUCTURES. SPOT LEVELS MAY BE SHOWN TO INDICATE GROUND FEATURES AND THESE SPOT LEVELS MAY NOT BE INCLUDED IN THE DEFINITION OF THE DTM MESH.

5. PLEASE NOTE THAT NO BOUNDARY DEFINITION SURVEY HAS BEEN UNDERTAKEN FOR THIS PLAN AND NO BOUNDARIES HAVE BEEN MARKED. BOUNDARIES ARE SHOWN IN
APPROXIMATE LOCATION ONLY WHICH HAVE ONLY BEEN TAKEN FROM A COPY OF THE DEPOSITED PLAN AND NOT VERIFIED BY FIELD SURVEY. THE BOUNDARIES CAN ONLY BE
VERIFIED BY UNDERTAKING A COMPREHENSIVE BOUNDARY DEFINITION SURVEY TO ESTABLISH THE AVAILABLE BOUNDARIES OF THE PROPERTY.

6. RELATIONSHIP OF IMPROVEMENTS AND TREES TO BOUNDARIES IS DIAGRAMMATIC ONLY AS THEY HAVE NOT BEEN ACCURATELY DETERMINED. WHERE OFFSETS ARE CRITICAL THEY
SHOULD BE CONFIRMED BY FURTHER SURVEY. THE CO-ORDINATES OF BUILDING CORNERS WERE DETERMINED BY TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY AND THEREFORE ARE APPROXIMATE ONLY.

7. TREE CANOPIES & TRUNKS IF SHOWN ARE POSITIONED FOR DIAGRAMATIC PURPOSES ONLY. THE CANOPY & TRUNK SIZES SHOWN ON THIS PLAN ARE APPROXIMATE ONLY.

8. ROOF LEVELS IF SHOWN ARE ONLY SHOWN TO THE NEAREST 0.1m AND ARE ACCURATE TO ±0.05m.

9. ORIGIN OF LEVELS IS AUSTRALIAN HEIGHT DATUM (A.H.D.) DERIVED FROM SSM 14814, RL 14.414 (AHD, SOURCE - SCIMS).

10. WE HAVE NOT CARRIED OUT A TITLE SEARCH OF THE FOLIO IDENTIFIER AT THE OFFICE OF LRS NSW IN ORDER TO DETERMINE THE EXISTENCE OF EASEMENTS OR RESTRICTIONS
THAT MAY AFFECT THE LAND. (ANY EASEMENTS SHOWN ARE TAKEN DIRECTLY FROM THE PLAN OF SUBDIVISION CREATING THE ALLOTMENT.)

11. THIS PLAN & ACCOMPANYING DIGITAL MODEL HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR FRANCIS JONES MOREHEN THORP - ITS USE IS LIMITED TO SITE ANALYSIS MATTERS & MUST BE USED FOR
NO OTHER PURPOSE OR BY ANY UNAUTHORIZED THIRD PARTY. THE CONTENTS REMAINS THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OF LANDTEAM.

12. THIS PLAN IS TO BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE README FILE ON THE ACCOMPANYING DIGITAL TRANSFER AND THE PDF FILE ATTACHED.

MGA 2020CAUTION

ONLY APPARENT SERVICES HAVE BEEN LOCATED BY
SURVEY. NO SEARCH OF PUBLIC UTILITIES HAS BEEN
CARRIED OUT TO DETERMINE THE LOCATION OF ANY

UNDERGROUND SERVICES SUCH AS TELSTRA, POWER,
GAS, SEWER OR WATER. AS SUCH BEFORE CARRYING

OUT ANY DESIGN OR CONSTRUCTION WORK YOU NEED
TO DIAL 1100 BEFORE YOU PROCEED

CAUTION:
THE NORTH POINT ORIENTATION SHOWN HEREON HAS BEEN TAKEN

FROM UNDERLYING CADASTRAL PLANS ONLY. NO ATTEMPT HAS BEEN

MADE TO DETERMINE ITS RELATIONSHIP TO EITHER CURRENT

MAGNETIC NORTH OR TRUE NORTH.

(A) EASEMENT FOR SUPPORT 0.3 WIDE (VIDE P30260)

(B) RIGHT OF FOOTWAY 1.22 WIDE (VIDE P30260)

NOTE:

· FOR SPOT LEVEL INFORMATION SEE 3D DIGITAL MODEL

· FOR FEATURE DESCRIPTION SEE LAYER NAME IN 3D DIGITAL MODEL

LEGEND
CP COMMUNICATIONS PIT
DP DRAINAGE PIT
EC ELECTRICITY CUPBOARD
EP ELECTRICITY PIT
FL FLOOR LEVEL
HY HYDRANT
INS INSPECTION OPENING
K&G KERB & GUTTER
LP LIGHT POLE
PP POWER POLE
RW RETAINING WALL
SMH SEWER MAINTENANCE HOLE
SP SIGN POST
TSP TRAFFIC SIGNAL PIT
USP UNCLASSIFIED SERVICE PIT
WDV WATER DIVIDER VALVE
WM WATER METER
WP WATER POINT

DENOTES HARDSTAND AREA

DENOTES APPROXIMATE LOCATION
OF SEWER MAIN

CAUTION:

Survey infrastructure exists within the vicinity of this site.

Section 24(1) of the Surveying and Spatial Information Act 2002 states a

person must not remove, damage, destroy, displace, obliterate or deface any

survey mark unless authorised to do so by the Surveyor-General.

Any future construction works proposed that may affect any survey

infrastructure cannot be undertaken until a Registered Surveyor is engaged

to organise their relocation in accordance with the Surveyor-General

Direction No. 11 ‘Preservation of Survey Infrastructure’.

CLASSIFICATION OF SUBSURFACE UTILITY SHOTS BY COASTAL CABLE LOCATORS

CLASS B (TRACED) - ELECTRONICALLY TRACED QL-B ON 8/04/2020 WITH GOOD SIGNAL TRACED IN

ACCORDANCE WITH AS5488-2013 - CLASSIFICATION OF SUBSURFACE UTILITY INFORMATION

(TOLERANCE' +/-300mm ABOVE & 500mm BELOW).

NOTE:

UNDERGROUND SERVICES LOCATED BY ELECTRONIC TRACE METHODS BY COASTAL CABLE

LOCATORS. LOCATION OF SERVICES IN THE MODEL ARE BASED ON INFORMATION MARKED UP ON

SITE BY COASTAL CABLE LOCATORS & LOCATED HORIZONTALLY ONLY BY LANDTEAM FOLLOWING

COASTAL CABLE LOCATORS WORK. DEPTHS SHOWN ON THIS PLAN ARE AS SUPPLIED BY COASTAL

CABLE LOCATORS AND ARE INDICATIVE ONLY, NOTING THE ABOVE SIGNAL TOLERANCE OF

+/-300mm. ANY SERVICES REQUIRING A MORE ACCURATE DEPTH SHOULD BE CONFIRMED BY

DIRECT MEASUREMENT UTILISING POTHOLING TECHNIQUES TO QUALITY LEVEL 'A' AS INDICATED

BY DUTY OF CARE FROM ASSETT OWNERS.

LEGEND

DENOTES APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF UNDERGROUND TRAFFIC SIGNAL SERVICES

DENOTES APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF UNDERGROUND COMMUNICATION SERVICES

DENOTES APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF UNDERGROUND ELECTRICAL SERVICES

DENOTES APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF UNDERGROUND GAS SERVICES

DENOTES APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF UNDERGROUND WATER SERVICES

DENOTES APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF UNDERGROUND STORMWATER SERVICES
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The new Warrawong District Community Centre and 
Library plays a pivotal role in the delivery of the 
Warrawong Town Centre Masterplan.  

Objectives and Principles of the Masterplan which are 
pertinent to the site include:
1. Reinforcing Cowper Street as the main street through 

substantial improvement of pedestrian laneways 
2. Creating a sense of urban spatial containment along 

King Street by creating a continuous street wall.  The 
proposal also offers diversity of visual activation from 
internal spaces 

3. Supporting the development of the Urban Green Spine 
by adding points of interest along the route. This 
includes both the new WDCCL and adjacent plaza. 
Legibility of the urban grid and long sight lines are 
offered from the new east-west laneway and a new 
parkland offering  amenity and points of interest at the 
end of Cowper Lane South. 

4. Creating formality and legibility to the street frontages 
through a clear articulation of the WDCCL as a public, 
civic building and gateway to the town centre through 
scale, increased floor to floor height, views into 
the building and architecture which contrasts but 
complements the adjacent shop front typology

5.  Masking Car Parking - by locating the site west of the 
parkland and buildings accessible from Greene Street

6.  Creating multiple opportunities for art and markets 
to foster community engagement and local 
entrepreneurship.  The preliminary public art strategy 
identifies multiple public opportunities both within the 
public domain and within the internal public spaces.  A 
generous outdoor area offers open space for markets 
and performances as well as smaller, human scaled 
settings for individual and small group recreation

7.  Making community facilities visible without the need 
for signage by creating large scale picture windows 
facing King Street, Greene Street and the Town Plaza

8.  Creating Safe Space particularly at night by offering 
night time uses,  improved sight lines / surveillance into 
the laneways and lighting in the public plaza

 / Warrawong’s public places
1. Previous community engagement both for the 

Warrawong Town Centre Masterplan and WDCCL 
indicates that the community is in need of quality 
public realm to spend time and connect with others

2. The plaza options indicated in the Town Centre 
Masterplan are reliant upon private developers offering 
space along Cowper Street within their sites

3. The proposed Town Plaza offers a publicly owned site 
activated by community uses and in close proximity to 
both main streets and laneway networks. Its northern 
frontage offers a human scaled, landscaped character 
while to the east, the full length of the WDCCL is 
connected via a sheltering Community Verandah

4. Space for daily recreation, programs and events is 
considered in the landscape design

 / Community centre
It was anticipated in the masterplan that the community 
centre would be located one block west of King Street. The 
purchase of the shops along King Street by council has 
allowed the new building to face directly onto the Town 
Centre, while also taking advantage of high amenity space 
protected from the traffic and noise.

 / Laneways
1. The project focusses on significantly improving the 

amenity and functionality of Warrawong’s Laneways, 
improving links in the town centre through the 
plaza’s pathways, east-west laneway and sheltering 
Community Verandah. 

2. North of Cowper Lane south, the constrained 
road opens to a generous community open space 
with sheltered settings and open gathering areas 
surrounded by landscape.  

3. The design has carefully crafted spaces to support a 
diverse range of activities including daily use, programs 
and events, casual recreation and individual repose - all 
of which enhances the amenity and functionality of 
adjacent laneways

4. The new east-west laneway from King Street offers 
sheltered circulation through to Greene Street as well 
as providing sight lines to Cowper Street West

5. The east west laneway will be activated by public art 
and landscape as well as offering seamless visual 
connection to the adjacent community lounge which 
will support activity both day and night.

 / Community centre and library
The location of the new building prioritises accessibility 
with multiple on grade pathways to the entry. As an anchor 
in the Town Centre, the facility will support visitation both 
to the building and park and cater for all demographics, 
celebrating diversity through a rich range of spaces and 
programs as well as through public art and placemaking. As 
a catalyst project, the new park will be visible from Cowper 
Street  via Cowper Lane complementing the retail / F&B 
uses with community spaces and outdoor settings.
 / Warrawong as a unique village

1. The new town plaza is specifically designed to prioritise 
the pedestrian experience creating a walkable village 
atmosphere

2. The activities and facilities provided within the centre 
have been developed out of consultation with the 
community as well as users groups and management. 
Further consultation will refine the uses in the Town 
Plaza and inform placemaking and public art overlays.

3. The new town plaza provides space for cultural and 
community events and activities to bring people 
together to display and celebrate the diverse 
community of Warrawong

Warrawong Town Centre Masterplan

 / Activities and Destinations  / Pedestrian Focussed  / Culture and Identity
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 / Place Audit
The place audit highlights a range of issues including

 — The uncomfortable environment created by high traffic 
roads - with respite sought through laneways behind 
the street wall

 — Uncomfortable public domain lacking public seating,  
gathering places, shade and shelter

 — Narrow footpaths
 — Lack of cafe / outdoor dining settings
 — Lack of meeting places, variety of settings and places 

to spend time (that is free)
 — Limited places for children, youth or the elderly 

(playgrounds, places for people to meet and spend time 
Public Amenity

 / Open Space
The masterplan indicated a number of new open spaces 
(marked by 3).  These are reliant upon current and future 
owners / developers delivering public open space

 — The proposal will deliver a space equal or larger than 
the proposed Town Squares on Cowper Street with the 
advnatage of community use activation and quieter, 
norther facing position.

 / Warrawong’s public places matter
The proposal seeks to act as a catalyst for the masterplan’s 
ambition for improved public spaces including:

 — Creating comfortable and attractive public domain for 
people by provision of generous  open space settings

 — Encouraging healthy lifestyle and walkability
 — Creating connected and convenient public places close 

to a mix of uses including town centre and community
 — Bringing quality landscaping back into the centre 

providing shade and cooler microclimates both 
throught the plaza but also reintroduction of landscape 
to King Street which is currently denuded of planting

 — Creating high amenity space away from the 
uncomfortable high traffic roads and drawing 
Warrawong’s community into these spaces from the 
town centre

 / Awnings on King Street
See Awning Strategy

 / Main Street Awnings

 / Consolidated Masterplan Drawing

 / Green Spine
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Community feedback is distilled within 
the Concept Brief for Warrawong District 
Community Centre And Library. Primary 
themes include:

1. inside/outside connection, use of glass but 
also other textures

2. greenery, trees, plants, colour
3. local artwork including relocating artwork 

at existing community centre
4. culturally inviting and inclusive
5. light, open, colourful, vibrant
6. accessible, level entry and safe, well lit
7. contemporary, identifiable, welcoming, 

draws the eye
8. clear signage
9. comfortable seating

The primary requirements of the building 
have been distilled into a series of principles 

 / Excellence and Icon
 — Council and the community are looking 

toward a quality design that could be 
considered ‘outstanding’ and ‘best 
practice’ in community centre and library 
design, functionality and operations

 — The design to provide a ‘non-institutional’, 
attractive building with a sense of 
timelessness.  The front of the building 
on the corner of King and Greene Streets 
is to make a statement that is readily 
identifiable as providing a public facility.  
The front is to read that ‘this is an 
important building’ and it should promote 
a sense of civic expression

 — Opportunities for art signage are to be 
included

 / Active and Engaging
 — The front should express a sense of 

activity when viewed from the street. 
Similarly, the other faces of the building 
should enhance the visual appeal of the 
existing landscape. 

 — Opportunities for an external ‘stage’ with 
data/lighting for performance/musicians. 

 — As the building will be prominently located, 
opportunities exist to ensure the external 
face of the building is eye catching, 
perhaps using ‘light show’ at night if 
appropriate

 — Consideration should be given to utilizing 
existing art pieces at the current library 
and community centre. Stair risers, 
structural columns should be considered 
for signage and art

 — Whilst addressing individual function 
requirements and providing a relaxing 
environment, it (the interior) should be 
interesting and stimulating

 — External spaces (courtyards etc) should be 
designed to encourage use and activity – 
extensions to internal areas.

 / Sustainability and Wellbeing
 — The design should take into account the 

expectations of the local community and 
their expressed desire for a building that is 
sustainable.

 — Interiors are to be generally light and airy, 
and designed to allow for large windows 
for natural lighting as much as possible 
(without compromising specific lighting 
needs of the various functions) and to 
promote internal/external connectivity

 — Location and design of all external 
courtyards to minimise noise impact 
on neighbours, reduce exposure to cold 
winter winds, and in summer provide sun 
protection, capture breezes and minimise 
heat emissions from materials used. 

 — Landscaping to reflect the requirements 
detailed in the Sustainable Building Guide

 / Local
 — The architectural style should complement 

local architectural styles.  The building 
should contribute to the site

 — The design is to be ‘locally distinctive’ and 
locally recognizable, based on community 
feedback received through the initial 
concept planning stage.  

 — Further consultation will attempt to define 
the local culture and identity and the 
design is to reflect and promote this

 — The design should respect the Aboriginal 
Community and the social and cultural 
diversity of the area

 — Community and public art works are to be 
integral components of the design and to 
feature prominently throughout the centre 
externally and internally.  The Aboriginal 
Community should be reflected as part of 
the public art themes.

 — Landscaping of external areas to reflect 
local landscape and utilise native plants.

Community Feedback guiding Principles 

 / Bankstown Library and Knowledge Centre  / Surry Hills Library  / Coomaditchie Lagoon Renewal  / Biofiltration and Surry Hills Library  / Melton Library Event
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 / Functional and Safe
 — Constructability and ongoing operational 

and maintenance requirements associated 
with the design will be well considered

 — Lighting design will focus on operational 
functionality, including safety, minimising 
the number of fitting types utilised

 — Transparency and visibility into rooms
 — Windows should have blinds, electronic 

operations should be considered where 
appropriate

 — Door heights and widths must allow a 
scissor lift to be easily manoeuvred 

 — Internal finishes are to be attractive while 
maintaining functionality considering the 
expected high traffic loads throughout the 
building and floors able to take the weight. 

 — Air conditioning is required throughout 
the centre.  Flexibility in the design of the 
air conditioning in the community hall, 
meeting rooms, art and craft room, library 
and youth spaces to provide control by 
end users (ie end users to each room to 
determine if air conditioning to be on 
or off; library staff to be able to control 
temperature levels). Spaces are to be 
zoned using VAV’s

 / Connected
 — Pedestrian laneway access from King St 

at the southern end of the site, should 
provide a green ‘corridor’ encouraging 
access and relationship to the 
surroundings

 — The building may have multiple access 
points leading to a focal reception point, 
designed to minimizing risks associated 
with multiple access points

 — WiFi throughout building, ample data/
GPOs to enable flexibility

 — Community Centre and Library to be 
visible from the main road and wayfinding 
signage appropriately located for all 
functional spaces. Signage should meet 
Premises Access Standards.

 — Internal design should promote 
connectivity and flow between the various 
functions, ‘blurring the edges’ between 
these functions.  The connectivity 
between spaces to take into account 
function relationships and customer flow.  
There needs to be ready identification by 
users to different areas without the need 
necessarily for physical barriers (whilst 
maintaining required security measures). 

 / Welcoming
 — Interior should be spacious and offer 

an informal (not stuffy), welcoming 
atmosphere.  It should promote informal 
and spontaneous interaction.  

 — Allowance should be made for some 
external space that has open access for 
people to utilise who may not be attending 
an organised activity at the Centre, e.g. 
covered chess set with seating. External 
space needs to provide opportunities for 
families to sit/meet/connect/play with 
each other

 / Good Neighbour  
 — Location and design of all external 

courtyards to minimise noise impact on 
neighbours

 — Improve the urban outcome of 
surrounding areas in line with the 
Masterplan

 — Complement and support surrounding 
uses including community use, retail and 
F&B

 / Transparent Meeting Spaces, Craigieburn Library  / WIFI used indoors and out at Surry Hills Library  / Entrance of Bunjil Place Library  / Through Site Link at Melton Library  / Sheltered Landscape Spaces Melton Library
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Section Break

15 Report Name

Place Research
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Warrawong Place Research

Defining the Character of Warrawong

Preliminary research has been undertaken to understand the 
character and identity of Warrawong and its surrounds.  This has 
included :
- First Nations perspectives
- Demographic review and trends
- Historical Research
- Community and Cultural Research
- Place Observation

A preliminary Place workshop was held during concept design to 
collect information for further review and to provide the framework 
for Placemaking activities to occur in the next phases.

 / Image Caption

 / Image Caption

 / Image Caption

 / Image Caption
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Dharawal Country
Warrawong is Dharawal Country with a range of significant 
places and place specific stories relating to the area.  This 
includes:
1. The Illawarra escarpment and a number of highly 

visible land forms including Mount Keira and Mount 
Kembla

2. Lake Illawarra
3. Hill 60 (including history of the Mission) and Five 

Islands
4. Coomaditchie Lagoon
It is intended to showcase a range of local plant species 
within the gardens which show the extraordinary diversity 
between the escarpment and the coast.  
Equally creation stories and important vistas will be 
embedded in the building through art work and siting of 
architectural elements. Further engagement with local 
Elders and the Coomaditchie Aboriginal Corporation will 
take place in the next phase to deepen the meaning of the 
site and its context.

Demographics
As outlined in the project brief.  Warrawong’s community 
profile is summarised as follows

1. An age profile of higher than state average preschool 
and elderly residents

2. Diverse with a high Aboriginal and CALD population 
with many newly arrived refugees.  A substantial 
multicultural population grew from the post-war boom 
including Madedonian, Portuguese and Spanish. 

3. An area of high disadvantage, with 12% of the 
population living in social housing, 13% with no motor 
vehicle and 27.8% with no internet connection (*ABS 
2016). 

4.  14% of the population living alone. Social isolation and 
social cohesion are critical factors to be considered in 
the design of social infrastructure. 

5.  The level of disadvantage is reflected in the SEIFA 
scores of Warrawong – 755.5, Cringila – 805.7, Berkeley 
– 886, Port Kembla – 893.2. 

6.  Unemployment of 11%* and higher youth 
unemployment, along with 56.5% of the population 
having no post-school qualifications. 40% of the 
population having the lowest household incomes due 
to the increasing value of real estate

History
The area around Lake Illawarra has a rich history of post-
colonial development including

1. Farmland and land grants in the early 1800s made by 
John Oxley.  

2. Land near Lake Illawarra, for many decades used for 
grazing passed into the Wentworth family who sold 
some of the land to Australian Iron and Steel to enable 
them to move from Lithgow to Port Kembla.

3. Attempts to use Lake Illawarra as a port - later 
relocated to Port Kembla. 

4. Development of Port Kembla / Warrawong as the 
Steeltown.  Grand urban planning and avoidance of 
slums guided by Wentworth children

5. The area developed as a booming suburb from around 
WW11 onwards

6. End of steelworks at Port Kembla coincided with a 
period of greater financial hardship

Culture
A highly diverse cultural profile in Warrawong has created a 
vibrant and proud community including

1. Strong First Nations presence particularly through the 
Coomaditchie United Aboriginal Corporation

2. Italian
3. Macedonian
4. Portuguese
5. UK / NZ
6. Filipino
7. Vietnamese
8. Spanish
9. Maltese
10. Serbian

Some groups are declining in numbers while others are 
increasing (such as Filipino and Vietnamese).
As well as functioning as a community centre for all 
these groups, it is intended that the building showcases 
this diversity through interpretive and artwork pieces 
embedded in the architecture and landscape.
It is also important to recognise the spectrum of socio-
economic advantage / disadvantage and ensure the the 
facility is welcoming to all and continues to support the 
disadvantaged and homeless.

Place Summary
Framework for further placemaking activities

 / Coomaditchie 5 sisters creation story  / Warrawong High School  / Early image of Port Kembla and Warrawong  / Macedonian Family prior to departure for Australia
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Concept Design

19 Report Name
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 / Gateway and Icon
This building, in its proposed location has the 
potential to offer a new gateway experience 
into Warrawong Town Centre.  The highly 
visible intersection of Greene and King Streets 
faces the arterial road as it descends from the 
surrounding hills towards the town and lake. 
The building has the potential to bring a 
renewed identity for Warrawong, iconic in 
terms of representing what is unique and 
special about the area and Country.

 / Community Plaza
With direct connection to community and 
library space, a new Town Plaza can offer an 
outdoor civic and community space for casual 
and recreational use, programs and events. Its 
connection to Cowper Street through Cowper 
Lane can enhance the amenity of the Main 
Street and has potential to offer dual frontage 
opportunities for the shops south of the site. 
The plaza fulfils the Town Centre Masterplan’s 
objectives for increased green space.

 / Move vehicular access
To offer the ideal connection between the 
library / community centre and its open space, 
the current vehicular laneway will be relocated 
west.  Multiple pedestrian connections through 
the space will be offered between Greene 
Street and Cowper Lane south.  It is intended 
to retain a range of services, located within the 
current lane footprint, in situ.

 / Continuous Street Wall and Activation
The current street wall is an integral element 
of forming a town centre streetscape.  While 
the new public building will have a different 
aesthetic to small shop fronts, its street 
elevation is critical in the visual activation of 
King Street, for supervision and transparency 
and for continuation of a walled frontage to the 
road.

 / Picture Window to the Park
As well as offering a highly transparent facade 
which displays its active uses to the street, a 
large picture window offers views through to 
the park, inviting the passer-by to explore what 
is beyond the library.

Concepts
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 / Converged Use linked by Shared Atrium
A wide variety of uses will be linked by a shared 
community atrium space which invites visitors 
to explore the facility over multiple levels 
and provides clarity of wayfinding through 
sight lines and intuitive pathways. The atrium 
will become the community’s lounge room,  
where people can connect and spend time. 
Special events and daily use will be equally 
accommodated with easy access from all 
community facilities.

 / Pedestrian Permeability
The scheme significantly improves pedestrian 
routes through the site, connecting the town 
centre with surrounding areas.  Primary 
pathways will be supported by secondary 
routes which cater to anticipated ‘desire lines’ 
through the site and park.

 / Community Veranda
The community veranda is a generous space, 
two storeys high, that provides sheltered 
pedestrian circulation from Greene Street to 
the new laneway. Its dimensions offer potential 
for breakout from interior spaces including 
the cafe, main entry and community lounge. 
Its configuration sets back windows at Ground 
and Level 1 to improve shading from western 
sun and louvres to further reduce the impact 
of solar heat gain and glare. 

 / Extension of Cowper Lane E-W
In delivering the objectives of the Warrawong 
Town Centre Masterplan, the scheme provides 
a generous east-west laneway benchmarked 
in size to successful laneways in Sydney and 
Melbourne. The mid block connection will offer 
safe and convenient access to the new Town 
Plaza, to the Community Veranda and facility 
entry and laneway network.  The scheme 
proposes to provide pergola shelter and areas 
of visual activation from the community 
lounge.  
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Ground Level

 / Ground Level
The footprint of the ground level has been influenced by 
many factors outlined in the site analysis and concept 
principles which include:

 — The continuance of the King Street elevation
 — Creating a buffer from King Street to the Public Plaza
 — Creating north facing open space
 — Retaining in ground services in the laneway
 — Single point of address and colocation
 — Activation of the street and plaza

Activation and access:
To create a true ‘one stop shop’ facility, all primary 
functions have clear access to the main entry foyer and 
primary address. The plan works to maximise active 
uses along both street frontages as well as enhancing 
opportunities to use outdoor spaces and community 
verandah. With stakeholder input, it was agreed that a 
good proportion of both library and community facilities 
be located at ground level.  These include spaces which 
are used very regularly (such as children’s areas) as well 
as the community lounge which has evolved from a range 
of briefed spaces to offer programs and gatherings from 
morning to night.

Convergence:
The proposal intends to reinforce a range of converged 
community and library uses which break down the barriers 
between facilities which have traditionally been separated.  
During operating hours, all public areas can be accessed 
from the main foyer which provides one united service 
point. Where functions and events potentially occur out 
of the hours of traditional library use, the plan has been 
honed to regulate access to the community facilities while 
avoiding the primary areas of the library.
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 / 3Entry Views

 / Entry
Entry is centralised along the ‘community veranda’ facing 
the park.  This space is also highly visible from King Street 
although direct pedestrian access into the foyer from King 
Street is avoided due to acoustic, safety and flood issues. 
The community veranda also provides access to a Changing 
Place and End of Trip

 / Foyer Lounge
A highly welcoming lounge space with vistas to King Street 
and the park will be available for all visitors to use, stay a 
while and connect.  A place to watch people go by inside 
and out. A welcoming and casual service desk will assist 
people to find their destination.

 / Cafe
The high amenity space facing north to Greene Street, with 
good visibility from the intersection and frontage to both 
the footpath and park is allocated to the integrated cafe.  
The cafe is placed in close proximity to the children’s area 
as well as park / play areas.  Tech areas and exhibition are 
nearby flanking the community verandah.

 / Amphitheatre
The amphitheatre provides informal gathering and seating 
space or venues for programs, talks and events

 / Lift Core
The lift core is open to the foyer except out of hours where 
it can operate separately providing access to community 
facilities above. 

 / Comunity Offices
Community offices flank King Street and are in close 
proximity to both the entry foyer and community lounge.  
This includes Warrawong Residents Forum and Vietnamese 
Association 

 / Community Lounge
The community lounge has evolved out of dedicated youth 
area and meeting space used for meals and casual events. 
This multi-use space will cater to different demographics 
at different times of the day with seamless  breakout to the 
verandah and park as well as clear visual connection to the 
laneway.  An open and engaging kitchen space will be the 
focus of food events. 

 / Laneway
A  sheltered laneway offers connection into a renewed 
precinct including park and verandah space.  It will be a 
special place activated by landscape and art, spaces to 
gather and visual connection to the community lounge.
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Ground Level In Detail

(above) Cafe Corner
Community Verandah and Cafe Outdoor Seating

(below) Entry
View from Public Plaza to entry 

(below) Entry
View from Public Plaza to entry

(above) Cafe
Views out from cafe to verandah, plaza and play area
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View of Service Desk, Window to King Street and Computer Area
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Ground Level In Detail

(above) Amphitheatre
For casual seating, performances and talks

(below) Multi-storey Space
Visually Linking all floors

(above) View from Entry Space to Plaza
Visual link between King St and Plaza

(below) Children’s Corner and Picture Window
Ground Level Activity is highly visible from King Street
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Entry Lounge, Service Desk and Entry Void

 / Entry
The entry to the centre is a welcoming and active space 
with views not only to King Street and the Plaza but also 
links to the Children’s area, exhibition and computer zones 
and vistas to the levels above.
There is potential for a large three story work to run along 
side the lift core wall which reinforces the visual connection 
between all floors and allows views to the work at close 
range as well as from a distance.  
The entry provides a picture window experience from King 
Street offering views into the centre and through to the 
plaza.  
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Level 1

 / Level 1
To the north and west of the connecting void, flexible library 
space is offered including the main collection and seating 
areas. To the south of the lift core and bathrooms are staff 
spaces for the facility and Illawarra Legal Centre with a 
shared meeting room accessed via the western corridor.

Amphitheatre Connection:
The amphitheatre provides connection to Level 1 via a set of 
stairs to the west of the seating steps.  Stairs then continue 
to Level 2 via the switchback stairs suspended in the void.

Activity Room:
A glazed activity room is located at the top of the 
amphitheatre to cater for a range of programs and 
meetings. Outlook to Greene Street and northern 
orientation will provide high amenity while the glass walls 
will offer views in to the programs being undertaken to 
spark interest and curiosity.

Flexible Library Space:
The space around the void offers windows facing out to 
King and Greene Streets as well as the Public Plaza.  The 
activity at Level 1 will be easily seen from public open space 
offering a sense of vibrancy and activity to the surrounds.  
The western edge of the library will look through the 
Community Verandah to the park with views to the canopies 
of trees.

Void and Access to Level 2:
Access to Level 2 is either via the central void stairs or lifts.
The void offers visual connections to Ground level and Level 
2 as well as through to King Street and the Public Plaza
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 / Atrium Void facing King Street  / Top of Amphitheatre at L1

 / Central Core south of the void
The central core houses the lifts, fire stair, toilets and 
building services.

 / Staff Areas for Librarians and Community Facilities
Library and community facility staff will be colocated on the 
south-western side of Level 1.  A customer service desk for 
community facilities will be clearly visible from the lifts and 
circulation zones. Open plan office space, small meeting 
space, office and tea room are provided. Toilets are shared 
with the public on Level 1 with greater privacy for each 
individual offered by separate cubicles with basins.

 / Illawarra Legal Centre
ILC is located on the south-eastern side of Level 1.  A 
reception zone and waiting area is clearly visible from the 
main corridor running down the eastern side of the library 
with access either via the lifts or stairs.
 / Shared meeting room

A larger shared meeting room is in close proximity to both 
the ILC and Library / Community Staff areas.
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(above) Flexible Library Space
With view from Plaza

(below) View to Ground Level
Flexible Library Space around Void

(below) Section through Amphitheatre
Connections from Ground Level to Multipurpose Hall

Level 1 In Detail
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L1 Bridge facing on to King Street
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Level 2

 / Level 2
With an enclosed verandah style lounge zone running along 
the full Public Plaza frontage, this high amenity level offers 
a diverse range of meeting and program spaces as well as 
quiet lounge and some library area.

Stair Connection:
The generous stair within the void connects from Level 1 
with further stair access offered in the core.

Lift Connection:
Lift connection is directly from the Ground Level lift foyer.

Multipurpose Hall:
A generous and flexible multipurpose hall can be 
subdivided for two smaller events.  At night the hall will look 
like a lantern illuminating the street when functions are 
in progress. To the west, storage and kitchen areas serve 
into the function areas as well as into the breakout lounge 
facing the Public Plaza.

Quiet Library Zone:
A quieter zone of the library will provide a ‘tree house’ 
atmosphere looking through the tree canopies within the 
plaza and filtered by louvres outside the windows.

Southern Meeting Room Suite:
To the south lies a suite of meeting / activity rooms with 
access to centralised kitchen and lounge spaces. With 
a diverse range of sizes and operable walls, there will be 
opportunities for smaller and medium size gatherings 
and classes.  Operable walls will meld the meeting space 
with the adjacent lounge area creating a more casual 
environment for gatherings.
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 / View from southern meeting rooms breaking out to library space

 / View fto meeting spaces
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Level 2 In Detail

(Above) Views over Warrawong
Level 2 Meeting small meeting rooms look across Warrawong - east, south and 
west. 

(Below) Level 2 frontage to Plaza (not additional louvres added to window gap 
since render was produced)
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Stair to Level 2 with Multipurpose Hall windows to the right
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Street Frontage and Civic Presence

Ground level brick materiality with creepers Upper Level Terracotta Cladding

(Above) Picture window street Activation
The picture windows will offer generous framed views of 
the activity within 

(Above) Video Wall and landscaped laneway
Activation of the south end of King Street will include 
artwork, digital placemaking and laneway seating

Lantern at Night
The example aboce from Helsinki University Library 
indicated the night time lantern effect from the Community 
Hall

 / King Street
The King Street elevation balances visual activation, 
offering multiple clear sight lines into the facility, with the 
need to mitigate the effects of flooding and noise.
Picture windows offer inviting vistas into the kids area, 
community offices and through the entry foyer to the Plaza.

Level 1 activity is clearly visible above the street. Level 
2 reinforces the civic presence of the building with a 
higher element accommodating the hall spaces which 
also illuminates at night from within when functions are 
underway.

To the south end of King Street, the through site link 
laneway and video wall will provide activation and character 
to this important pedestrian thoroughfare.

Materiality
The ground level base material is brickwork with bronze 
framed picture windows.  It is intended that the wall 
become a living wall through creepers and garden bed 
stretching underneath the picture windows and the base of 
the foyer zone.  Landscaped elements will also be integral 
to the pergola structure in the laneway
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Street Presence - corner of King and Greene Streets
A strong three story presence will communicate that this important building’s 
function with additional height to the corner mirroring the lofty ceilings of the 
community hall within
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Greene Street and Plaza Frontage

Multipurpose Hall wall potential signage location Example of Horizontal Cladding to Plaza facade

(Above) Picture window street Activation
The picture windows will offer generous framed views of 
the activity within 

(Above) Western Plaza Elevation with Community Veranda
A transition space allowing sheltered break out from interiors and walkway to Greene Street 
Note that more recent modelling allows graded access to the main entry without stairs

 / Green Street and Plaza
The form of the building creates a buffer to the noise and 
activity of King Street allowing functions to the north 
and west to transition to a more ‘community-centric’ 
atmosphere.  This will be a haven away from the main 
street with excellent northern sun access, shading and soft 
landscaping.

North facing walls offer significant opportunity for well 
integrated signage and artwork.

The quieter side of the building will allow activity within 
to break out to the Community Verandah and open space.  
The landscape will invite casual use, programs and classes 
as well as special events.  Active and passive recreation 
is encouraged with multiple seating areas, play zone and 
youth zone (potentially a half court).

Materiality
The warm terracotta shutters will provide western shading 
as well as filtered, dappled light which will respond well to 
the adjacent tree canopies and landscape.
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Street Presence - corner of King and Greene Streets
A strong three story presence will communicate that this important building’s 
function with additional height to the corner mirroring the lofty ceilings of the 
community hall within
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Access and Address

 / Building Entry
Complex site constraints drive the location of the facility’s 
entry as well as providing the highest level of amenity to 
the community. Factors include:

 — previous address of community centre
 — future address of facility, park and parking
 — flood level freeboard
 — laneway bifurcation / in ground services
 — continuous street frontage requirements
 — connection to open space
 — frontages to two primary streets
 — connection to and wayfinding from carparking (while 

reducing impact of carpark’s form)
 — harsh environment of King Street including traffic and 

noise
 — connection of community spaces to open space
 — shared address of library, community space and Legal 

Centre 

 / Current and Future Address
1. The current community centre address is to Greene 

Street.  This will remain strongly in the community’s 
memory

2. With no vehicular access from King Street and a no 
stopping zone, the parking / drop off address is from 
Greene Street

3. Facing North to Greene Street, the new Town Plaza 
addresses Greene Street

4. The facility has two street frontages including King 
Street which the proposal activates with a range of 
generous windows and views to entry foyer

 / Doors and Windows on Main Street of Business Zone
Certain land within business zones: The ground 
floor cannot be used for the purpose of residential 
accommodation, and there must be at least one entrance 
and at least one other door or window on the front of the 
building facing the street other than a service lane.  

Entries within flood areas can be greatly impacted by flood 
levels and freeboard requirements. Ramps will significantly 
impact on internal space.  The intent of the fully 
transparent / glazed wall to the foyer is to visually indicate 
the entry foyer and allow passers by (in King Street( to see 
the entry doors on the opposite side of the building 

 / Focus of Community Activity
Sheltered from the harsh environment of King Street and 
connected to the fine grain laneway network, community 
activity will be focussed around the Town Plaza and 
Community Veranda as well as interior settings 

 / Flood
1. Primary entry from King Street is challenged by the 

significant flood impact along the road.  Egress from 
this side will not be possible during flood events

2. The change in level between the freeboard ground level 
and King Street pavement is significant.  Any entry will 
require a complex array of ramps and stairs detracting 
from the entry experience.  

3. Openings to the primary flood path along King Street 
will require an additional 300mm freeboard.

4. Shop fronts have greater dispensation to connect at 
footpath level (below flood) which cannot be directly 
applied to a significant public building

 / Connection to open space and gathering at entry
1. The entry and exit to such a facility should provide 

high amenity external gathering and breakout spaces 
to allow visitors to gather rather than standing on a 
constrained, loud, traffic impacted pavement

2. Entry and open space provide excellent co-
programming opportunities for events and daily 
activities

3. The ‘Community Verandah’ offers a strong wayfinding 
signal of entry with covered / interstitial space offered 

 / Carpark Connectivity
1. Access from the carpark to the entry should be clear 

and minimise travel distance 
 / Cafe

1. The integrated cafe will need both clear visibility to 
the street and connection to outdoor dining areas to 
support its viability

2. Separate entry allowing for potential opening out of 
hours needs to be considered

 / Centralised ‘one stop shop’ entry point
1. The entry point should provide a central, one stop shop 

approach as a concierge between all uses
2. The long form is necessitated by provision of a 

continous frontage along King St.  This length has a 
logical central point for concierge

Significant acoustic, 
flood and traffic 
impact

Address and Entry 
Point to WDLCC

Combined Greene Street Address

Gateway frontage with 
signage and transparency

Full height, full width 
glazing to King Street

Address and Entry 
to Plaza

Address and Entry to 
parking

constrained foot-
path dimension and 
zero setback

significant change 
in level from street 
to ground level due 
to freeboard

sheltered outdoor space 
for outdoor activity and 

circulation

centralised entry 
and concierge

direct connection to 
Town Plaza for amenity 

and programmed events

Access from Cowper 
Lane

Access from King Street 
through new laneway

carpark and entry orient-
ed to the samw side

street frontage 
for cafe

Difference in level between lowest level of facility and pavement Community veranda as strong indicator of entry and welcome
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Full height glazing to entry foyer and lounge space with clear views to entry doors on west 
Shown with landscape turned off.  Note significant change in level between street and freeboard level at 
Ground Floor

The signage on the building will reinforce the building’s gateway presence on the corner of King and 
Greene Streets. Corner and Greene Street signage will assist in wayfinding to the entry

View of Entry Foyer looking out to King Street Activation of King Street / Greene Street Corner with large full height windows to children’s area Activation of King Street / Greene Street Corner with large full height windows to children’s area

Full height glazing to entry foyer and lounge space with clear views to entry doors on west 
Shown with landscape turned off

Greene Street address for building, plaza and carpark reinfornces way finding with further reinforcement 
of Cowper Lane connection visibly linking Cowper Street and Greene Street

Full height glazing to entry foyer and lounge space with clear views activity within

Clear wayfinding to the entry is provided by the southern laneway canopy 

signage

signage

signage
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Covered Pedestrian Paths

 / King Street to Community Verandah
Pedestrians arriving from Cowper Street east or the 
Warrawong Plaza can travel up King Street under awnings 
to the new covered laneway.  They are then encouraged 
to move to the western side of the building towards the 
Community Verandah where a range of facilities are 
accessible either to the south or the west of the building 
including:

 — Changing Place
 — Community Lounge
 — End of Trip
 — Lifts to multipurpose hall
 — Main entry
 — Cafe entry

Both the southern laneway and Community Verandah will 
offer weather protection to the multiple entry points into 
the facility

Cowper Lane South
The use of the Cowper Lane south primarily as pedestrian 
access from the ‘Main Street’ shops to Greene Street 
is reinforced by the Community Veranda which offers a 
comfortable, sheltered and well supervised pedestrian path 
from north to south. For further information on uncovered 
pathways through the plaza refer to the landscape section

Covered North-South travel plus increased amenity for pedestrian travel from Cowper Street South
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 / Accessing Parking, Loading and Neighbouring Sites
 — The aim of the design is to prioritise pedestrian 

movement within the Town Plaza, Community Verandah 
and adjacent laneways.  

 — To avoid bifurcating the site with the footprint of the 
current laneway, vehicular access to the site is moved 
to the west and combined with access to the facility’s 
parking and loading.

 — The design accommodates both car and truck 
movements through the site and into Cowper Lane 
South and West

 — A ‘b’ shaped route for vehicles to return to Greene 
Street rather than accessing Cowper Lane South is 
encouraged

 — Given the narrow dimensions of the southern lane, the 
precinct is designed to significantly reduce vehicular 
travel in the lane and aim towards a shared way which 
prioritises pedestrian movement

VEHICLES ACCESSING COWPER LANE WEST / SOUTH

VISITOR CARS

Vehicular Movements

parallel park 
loading point

drop off zone

access for maintenance 
vehicles restricted by 
bollards
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 / On Site Parking
34 on site parking spaces are provided as part of the new 
centre.  This includes staff parking.  Parking rates as per 
introduction have been calculated using the following 
assumptions:

 — Flood and ground water issues prohibit basement 
parking options

 — No DCP rates for libraries and community centres
 — Car spaces / square metre of community / library 

facility space as benchmarked across Wollongong LGA 
 — Visitations to Warrawong Town Centre, particularly 

retail areas which are well catered for parking 
 — Green Travel Plan
 — Existing parking on site 
 — Demographics and low car ownership
 — Existing parking on site 
 — Accessible spaces have been relocated since pre-DA 

to allow generous space for loading in and out of cars.  
The shared space also has direct connection to an on 
grade pathway to the entry. 

The car park plan integrates significant planting to both 
buffer the neighbouring property and improve the amenity 
and aesthetic of the car park zone to be in keeping with the 
adjacent Plaza (see Landscape Report)

Additional car spaces would significantly impact upon 
the scheme’s provision of landscaped plaza area and 
contribute to the already significant on grade parking zones 
within the town centre.

Parking

drop off zone

Clear path from accessible spaces to entry colonnade (Community Verandah)
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 / Based on existing ratio at the Existing Community 
Centre and Illawarra Legal Centre
For the new facility assuming a ratio of 1 space/90m2 and 
area of 2788m2, this would equal a total of 31 spaces for the 
proposed development.

 /  Based on Benchmarking of other community / library 
facilities in the Wollongong LGA
TTW has undertaken car park use demands at Thirroul and 
Dapto. Surveys indicate that:

 — Both Thirroul and Dapto have peak periods outside of the 
opening hours of the facilities

 — Dapto’s very generous allocation of parking is greater 
than required with occupancy of spaces approximately 
half of the number provided

 — A large proportion of those parking at Thirroul use 
the spaces to visit the Town Centre rather library / 
community facility.  This is due to a lack of spaces within 
the Town Centre.  Warrawong provides very generous 
numbers of parking spaces aligned with the Plaza as well 
as public car parks. 

 — Based on occupancy of spaces at Dapto and Thirroul as a 
proportion of floor area, 37 spaces has been calculated.  
This number does not consider multiple destination 
visitors or Green Travel Plan.

 — Warrawong Plaza is within 100-150m walk and it is likely 
that many visitors to Warrawong will visit both the shops 
and library, parking at the Plaza

 — The Green Travel plans supports alternative modes of 
transport reducing the load on parking

 — Parking spaces will be timed

 /  Based on Benchmarking of other community / library 
facilities in the Wollongong LGA
TTW has undertaken car park use demands at Thirroul and 
Dapto. Surveys indicate that:

 — Both Thirroul and Dapto have peak periods outside of the 
opening hours of the facilities

 — Dapto’s very generous allocation of parking is greater 
than required with occupancy of spaces approximately 
half of the number provided

 — A large proportion of those parking at Thirroul use 
the spaces to visit the Town Centre rather library / 
community facility.  This is due to a lack of spaces within 
the Town Centre.  Warrawong provides very generous 
numbers of parking spaces aligned with the Plaza as well 
as public car parks. 

 — Based on occupancy of spaces at Dapto and Thirroul as a 
proportion of floor area, 37 spaces has been calculated.  
This number does not consider multiple destination 
visitors or Green Travel Plan.

 — Warrawong Plaza is within 100-150m walk and it is likely 
that many visitors to Warrawong will visit both the shops 
and library, parking at the Plaza

 — The Green Travel plans supports alternative modes of 
transport reducing the load on parking

 — Parking spaces will be timed

 / Thirroul District Library and Community Centre  / Corrimal District Library and Community Centre  / Dapto District Library and Community Centre  / Existing Warrawong Library

Parking
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 / On Site Parking
 — A network of permeable, accessible pathways provide 
access from the car park to the entry and Community 
Verandah

 — All pathways indicated  are now designed without steps 
and with low gradient transitions other than the short SE 
ramp at 1:14.

 — Accessible car spaces are located at one of the shortest 
possible routes 

 — The configuration of car parking means that no space 
is significantly further from the facility ranging from 
approximately 25m to 50m

 — The drop off zone on Greene Street offers a position 
for convenient access to the Community Verandah and 
entry as well as the return chute.

Pedestrian Access  from Parking

drop off zone

returns chute
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 / Shelter Canopy to parking
 — Pre-DA feedback included a suggestion of sheltered 

access between the car park and the facility
 — This appears to be an unusual request given the 

configuration of most regional libraries within the 
Wollongong LGA, none of which have sheltered access 

 — Benchmarked facilities including Dapto, Corrimal 
and Thirroul all provide parking without connecting 
sheltered walkways between the parking and the 
entrance

 — Distances to shelter / entry vary from 23m (at 
minimum) to over 100m

 — A sheltered walkway running from the west (car park) to 
the east (Community Verandah) will obstruct sight lines 
from Cowper Street to Greene Street and to the new 
community centre.  A key ambition of the Warrawong 
Town Masterplan is to improve sight lines to both.  Even 
sensitively designed structure and canopy will limit this 
opportunity to improve sight lines

 — Built form must be avoided within the footprint of the 
existing lane (which will remain a street reserve) to 
ensure that clear access is provided for maintenance 
vehicles as required to in ground services which would 
result in a gap the width of the lane 

Sheltered Access to Parking
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Covered Walkway

requirement for 
gap to provide 
maintenance 

vehicle access

Sight lines from Cowper 
Street and Cowper Lane 

South

covered walkway

Indicative visual obstruction of walkway Conflict between view lines and walkway. Maintenance vehicle access required

Dapto unsheltered pathway to entrance

Thirroul unsheltered pathway to entrance

Corrimal unsheltered pathway to entrance
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Awning Strategy

Pre-DA statement:
Awnings are required to both King and Greene Streets. It is noted that the internal floor levels and design presents 
challenges to achieving this. Awnings to provide a public benefit to pedestrians who may not be necessarily accessing the 
development. It should be investigated whether there are opportunities to provide protection from the weather

 / Awning Response - siting and destinations
1. The awnings proposed in the Warrawong Town 

Masterplan and DCP anticipate solely retail / business 
uses flanking the main streets. 

2. Masterplan diagrams anticipate that the community 
centre would be located one block back from King St 
rather than facing King Street.

3. Since the Masterplan was proposed, council has 
purchased the King Street frontage allowing much 
greater visibility for the library and community centre 
and the opportunity for the building to act as a gateway 
to the Town Centre with strong civic presence.

4. Typically civic and community buildings express a 
different form and architecture to retail / main street 
shops - usually without awnings

5. There are no retail destinations directly to the north
6. Uses directly to the north of Greene Street focus on 

high priority vehicular crossings for a fire station and 
petrol stations. Buildings are significantly set back 
and no awnings are provided. Further north, drive in 
restaurants with on grade carparking flank King Street. 

7. Very few pedestrians are likely to travel directly north 
of the site due to lack of amenity (multiple high traffic 
vehicular crossings) and desirable destinations

8. A wider district map indicates the larger proportion 
of residential streets which feed into Greene Street, 
rather than King Street, highlighting that a clear 
pedestrian path from the north-west through the site 
will improve amenity and access to the Town Centre

9. The eastern site of King Street is likely to maintain 
entrances into destination businesses including retail / 
F&B.  This is where an awning will be more appropriate.

 / Awning Response - safety and acoustics
1. Community Centres and Libraries benefit greatly 

from interconnection with open space.  This not only 
provides expanded and complementary uses but 
also safe and secure entry and exit from the building, 
particularly for children and the elderly.

2. An entry / exit onto King Street was viewed as unsafe 
by project stakeholders given the limited (zero) setback 
and high traffic

3. Noise issues relating to doors opening to an arterial 
road were considered in choice of entry location

Masterplan location of Community Centre Residential Streets feeding Greene Street Very low amenity frontages for pedestrians north of site including petrol and fire station

Very low amenity frontages for pedestrians north of site including petrol and fire station

Masterplan Awning Framework Amended framework accommodating gate-
way building and western colonnade
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Awning Strategy Continued

 / Civic Building Typology
1. As a Civic Building, with higher floor to ceiling levels 

and grander scale, the typology of a shop front awning 
is less relevant and is difficult to achieve.  

2. As can be seen in the image (bottom right), the higher 
ground floor level within the building (between 1m and 
1.5m above pavement level at the laneway) is set to 
mitigate flood risk. In combination with higher ceilings 
the resultant awning height would be almost double 
the height of the buildings to the south.  

3. Civic Buildings, including public libraries infrequently 
integrate shop awnings.  See Surry Hills Library 
example below (note that the setback at ground level 
is minimal). This is because there is a greater sense 
of scale and importance to assist in the legibility and 
hierarchy of buildings on a street.

4. Visibility into the interiors will be limited by an awning

 / Greening King Street
1. King Street is an unusually harsh and barren 

environment. The landscape strategy includes both 
integration of significant street trees as well as 
garden beds for low lying planting and creepers which 
will greatly soften and humanise the arterial road 
environment. 

2. An awning would obstruct daylight to any planting 
adjacent to the street wall 

3. Proposed street tree canopies will be limited if awning 
is required

4. The humanising impact of landscape is viewed as a 
higher priority than an awning which will have little use

 / Laneway
1. Highlighting the threshold to the new north-south 

laneway is critical for both wayfinding and CPTED
2. A continuous awning along King Street will obstruct 

clear views of the lane
3. An inviting canopy with connection to the southern 

King Street awning will draw pedestrians into the 
laneway and community precinct
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Setback Analysis along King Street

King Street Frontage including landscaped wall and picture windows
Picture windows offer considered activation and engagement with King Street 
without providing entrances. They celebrate the diversity of spaces within and 
resolve the disparity between freeboard level ground floor and pavement

 / Setback option
1. The potential for a setback has been reviewed as 

suggested by the pre-DA. As a Civic Building, with 
higher floor to ceiling levels and grander scale, a 
setback as a method of weather protection requires a 
significant depth.  

2. A setback will also significantly reduce the footprint 
of uses at ground level, which is the most desirable 
location for many functions and services.  

3. The planning of ground floor uses has thoroughly 
considered ways to maximise activation and 
functionality Additionally, the concept of the protruding 
picture windows framing the activities within will be 
lost with an awning and will be unachievable with a 
greater setback.

 / Zero setback, Articulation, Landscaping
1. Confusingly, different portions of the pre-DA feedback 

either urge for a greater setback or question the 
current scheme’s non-comformance with a zero 
setback as per the Masterplan.

2. The scheme complies with the intent of the zero 
setback but allows for depth in landscaping and 
articulation of the picture windows

3. The setbacks chosen allow for a street aligned garden 
bed to green the King Street elevation (running from 
the boundary to the street wall and protrusion of 
picture windows with landscaped buffer.  

4. The picture windows are a considered response to 
ensure engagement and activation of King Street while 
providing entry from the Town Plaza.  They resolve the 
high floor level (for flood response) in relation to the 
pavement. They also provide some limitation of glazing 
facing due east.

Depth of setback required for functional weather protection
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King Street Frontage Greening of Warrawong 
The zone underneath the picture windows offers opportunity for both ground 
level garden bed and creepers to green the facade of the building
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Flood Strategy
Surrounded by hills and escarpments and 
on the edge of Lake Illawarra, Warrawong is 
highly susceptible to flooding.  The project site 
experiences flooding from the North and West 
travelling down both King and Greene Streets 
and continuing across the intersection as well 
as across the site primarily along Cowper Lane.  
A requirement of the project is to ensure that 
flood impact is no greater than the existing 
condition.

The flood strategy for the proposal includes

1. Allowing the flood path to travel across the 
site primarily within the footprint of the 
existing lane

2. Mounding of landscape to further direct 
flows

3. Floor level of ground floor set to the flood 
/ level plus freeboard at the main entrance 
with additional flood prevention at the 
cafe threshold.  

4. No entry and egress onto King Street 
which is flood prone. Ensure that egress 
during flood allows exit to outdoor space 
above flood level.

5. No additional flood waters are directed 
onto King Street from the newly formed 
southern laneway.  This is achieved by 
cresting the level within the lane

In ground 
The strategy of the project is to minimise 
excavation and built elements below natural 
ground level other than footings.  This is due 
to the high water level within the site and the 
consequent complexity and expense involved 
with building within a water table zone.

 / 1% AEP Flood Levels with graded site  / Flood Engineer sketch of indicative grading within the site concentrating flood waters to the footprint of the existing lane

Flood Strategy
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 / Relocation of Community Functions
 / WLCC is currently finalising a temporary 

venue for the Warrawong Community Centre 
users. This includes a canteen and is located in 
the near vicinity.
Library operations will continue in the current 
venue at 1/67-71 King St until construction is 
complete

 / Continuation of Site Access
Demolition of the Community Centre is 
required prior to moving vehicular access to 
the west of the site.
Continuous site access to all neighbours 
served by the lane will be maintained during 
demolition and  the construction phases. 

Staging and Decanting
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CPTED Principles and Review

Internal CEPTED Review
Two internal CEPTED reviews were held with WLCC Council 
Officers including Urban Designers and  Landscape 
Architects

 / Natural Surveillance
 — The opening of the laneways through parkland and 
additional through site link provides a greatly enhanced, 
safer experience 

 — The full frontage of the new building overlooks the plaza 
and parking

 — The plaza visually connects Cowper Lane South to 
Greene Street

 — The new east-west laneway provides mid block 
pedestrian links and views to the plaza and laneway 
connections

 — Activity is prioritised to all street frontages with a 
generous visual corridor from King Street to the plaza 
through the main foyer space

 / Access
 — Multiple pathway choices are provided to the entry of 
the building. The entry provides out of hours modes for 
accessing the community spaces at Level 2

 — Access to Changing Place and End of Trip is highly 
supervised and accessible from the Community 
Verandah

 / Target Hardening
 — Bollards and landscape elements will prevent vehicles 
entering the Plaza

 — The ground level of the building, set above pavement 
level on King Street for flood prevention, also provides 
protection from vehicle ramming

 / Community Identity, culture and connection
 — This project aims to reinforce local identity and support 
connections within the community. A highly inclusive 
range of spaces provides settings for the widest range 
of users

 — Generous open space offers excellent meeting places for 
small and large groups of all demographics

CPTED Initiatives

Planting scale, density and height is considered in terms of view lines

Active uses and surveillance provided along the length of the Verandah

Active uses along Greene and King Streets

Multiple pathways to building provide pedestrian permeability

Large open space assists view lines in open space and to building

Clear sight lines from Cowper Lane South to Greene Street

Community Lounge operates for extended hours activating lane

Access to Multipurpose Hall and other community rooms out of hours

Generous central foyer visually connects King Street to Town Plaza

New east-west laneway offers mid block connection and sight lines

New lane will be activated with artwork, lighting and views to lounge

Multiple uses in the open space encourage a diversity of visitors

Cafe activation supports a wider diversity of use for longer hours

Lighting of the car park and open space will be considered for safety

Security Cameras will be integrated into open space and building

1. Iconic, high quality design will instill a sense of pride

2. Process of community consultation will engender sense of ownership

3. Diversity of uses and critical mass will avoid monoculture and promote 
inclusion

4. High quality open space supports programs / events

5. Placemaking initiatives will offer sense of belonging, participation and 
inclusion

6. Open and welcoming space rather than defensive space

7. Transparency of uses at ground level for activation, promotion of inter-
nal events and surveillance

8. Multiple pathways through the space promotes pedestrian activation 
and avoids points of entrapment

9. The building and landscape are broken down into smaller, human scaled 
settings

10. The large, generous entry foyer offers connection and visibility to the 
majority of functions and invites participation

11. The building and landscape promote ‘legitimate activity’ - that is an 
extensive range of settings for positive use including active and passive 
recreation, participation in community groups and programs, learning, 
connecting with others, play, spending time in comfortable, safe and 
welcoming space
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 / Winter Solstice
The shadow diagrams indicate excellent sun access to the 
open spaces on the winter solstice and minimal impact on 
surrounding neighbours.
Shadows reach the shop front to the south however no 
windows are located in the northern boundary wall.

Overshadowing

 / 9am June 22

 / 12pm June 22 / 11am June 22 / 10am June 22

 / 1pm June 22  / 2pm June 22  / 3pm June 22
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Sun Penetration Studies  
September Equinox and Summer Solstice 
Ground Level

 / 1pm Sept 22nd

 / 5pm Sept 22nd

 / 2pm Sept 22nd  / 3pm Sept 22nd

 / 4pm Dec 22nd

 / 4pm Dec 21  / 5pm Dec 21 / 3pm Dec 21

 / Equinox
With the milder sun of the equinox, sun penetration begins between 2 and 3pm 
with over 50% shading. Penetration of the sun from 4 to 5 is greater and some 
internal shading should be considered for the last hour of opening.

 / Summer Solstice
Sun penetration does not begin until after 4pm where the majority of the floor is 
shaded.  Approximately 40-50% of the floor remains shaded after 5pm.
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Sun Penetration Studies  
September Equinox and Summer Solstice 
Level 1

 / 3pm Sept 21st

 / 4pm Sept 21st  / 5pm Sept 21st

 / 4pm Sept 21st  / 5pm Sept 21st

 / 3pm Sept 21st

 / 4pm Dec 21  / 5pm Dec 21
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Sun Penetration Studies  
September Equinox and Summer Solstice 
Level 2

 / 2pm Sept 21st  / 3pm Sept 21st  / 4pm Sept 21st

 / 5pm Sep 21st

 / 4pm Dec 21st  / 5pm Dec 21

 / 2pm Dec 21st

 / 3pm Dec 21st

 / Equinox
Sun penetration begins at 2pm with less than half of the floor receiving direct 
sun strike at 3. Diffuse sun penetration continues in the late afternoon and may 
require some internal shading.

 / Summer Solstice
Sun penetration does not begin until after 4pm with over 50% of the floor still 
shaded after 5.
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Government Architect’s Better Placed
The project has been driven by the principles set out in the Government Architect’s Better Placed document.  This Design 
Excellence framework was used extensively in the development and selection of Concept Options and will be applied in the 
evolution of the preferred Concept - Option 3

Objectives for Good Design

Assessment Criteria Grade Notes

F_Local 

The materiality, landscape design and interior design have 
a strong focus on local references.  This will be further 
strengthened through placemaking exercises and art 
integration which will be addressed through the Art / Place 
Strategy and throughout DD.  Local response to the design 
will also be a focus of DD to further hone the functionality 
and aesthetic which directly responds to the local 
community’s need and character.

F_Contextual 

3 storey scale reflects the building’s importance matching 
the 3 storey scale of the original hotel.  Each elevation of 
the building responds to its direct context providing visual 
activation to King Street and Greene Street, a suite of 
permeable and active pathways from the public plaza and an 
activated laneway to the south.  The scheme also aspires to 
be a catalyst of positive change to its surrounds, improving 
pedestrian amenity, architectural excellence and high 
quality landscape

F_Of its place 

See above. The development of a unique, site specific design 
is a process which begins in concept but continues into 
design development, honing each aspect of the project to 
its context and community through rigorous analysis and 
authentic collaboration with the community.

F_Open Space Quality 

Option 3 was a clear selection for Wollongong City Council 
given its potential to provide a significant public open space. 
Its highly flexible layout offers parkland and hardscape 
zones bringing the choice of use from casual recreation, 
programs and events.

F_Wayfinding and address  One stop shop address with all facilities being accessed 
through primary entrance and foyer.

P_Response to flood mitigation 

The response to flood is one of the most challanging aspects 
of this project. Flooding along King Street, along with 
significant noise issues, has driven the entrance to the park 
side.  This provides a much safer and quieter address. The 
interface at the cafe and allowing seamless movement from 
inside to out will require further design at the next phase.

P_Adaptability 

Interchangeability of uses and ability to accommodate flux 
and change is easily accommodated in this option as all 
functions are in one form.  The flexible interfaces between 
the library and community faces allows both facilities to 
evolve over time and take advantage of shared use.

P_Passive Environmental Design 

The constraints of the site, particularly in ground services 
in the existing laneway, has driven a design with primary 
east and west frontage.  The concept allows for significant 
sun shading which will be honed during design development 
to maximise the efficiency and functionality of shaded 
windows. A draft ESD strategy outlines a suite of initiatives 
for both passive and active measures within the building and 
landscape

C_Diverse

The diversity of the Warrawong Community is already 
reflected in the extensive suite of facilties (inside and out) 
which cater for the widest spectrum of users.  The next 
phase will involve further art strategy and placemaking 
exercises which will celebrate the diversity of the population 
and cultures - from First Nations to migrant communities
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Assessment Criteria Grade Notes

C_Connected 

The scheme emphasises conncection both externally and internally, 
Vehicular and pedestrian pathways have been honed to prioritise 
high amenity pedestrian experiences.  The site is highly permeable 
allowing a choice of paths through the site. The sheltered comunity 
verandah offers day / night sheltered thoroughfare. Ground plane 
functions have been honed to optimise the connection between the 
wider community and the facility through community lounge space, 
cafe, exhibition and ‘picture window’ visibility into and through the 
building. WIthin the building, a beautiful and welcoming foyer links all 
levels physically and visually.

W_Capacity to accommodate more parking 
The capacity of the site to change as required has been considered.  
This includes provision of further parking if required.  The open 
space offers both parking and landscape opportunity which must be 
carefully balanced to offer the greatest benefit to the community,

P_Safe (CPTED Principles) 

A number of CEPTED workshops have been held discussing both 
internal and external spaces and their connection with surrounding 
areas.  Topics discussed included view lines / vistas into the building, 
laneways and plaza, uses and activation, operation hours, scale of 
landscaping to avoid areas of entrapment or low visibility, design 
excellence and sense of ownership

P_Comfortable 

Option 3 has offered the greatest benefit to the community in relation 
to comfort and amenity.  It offers a substantial open space, activated 
by laneways and internal activities including cafe.  The internal spaces 
offer high amenity lounge, study and gathering spaces with excellent 
levels of natural light and thermal comfort, enhanced by district views 
and vistas to the parkland.  Thermal comfort and western sun will be 
the subject of significant review at Design Development.

P_Liveable 

Option 3 offers a one stop community shop offering a diverse range of 
services from one clear address plus generous public open space with 
opportunities for a wide range of settings including outdoor study, 
events, play and casual recreation.  This facility will make Warrawong 
Town Centre distinctly more liveable with places to spend time without 
the imperative to buy.

W_Functional 

The compact and efficient layout of this concept is highly functional. 
It offers a single primary address for the facility, single core, shared 
circulation and close proximity of plant space.  The design supports 
a convergence of uses between the Library and Community Centre 
which allows for optimistation of shared spaces and potential for 
co-programming.  Fire egress from the Multipurpose Hall at L2 has 
been the subject of early review and will require some amendment at 
Design Development including the inclusion of hold open fire doors 
and increase in the size of the core’s fire stair.

W_Efficient  See above

W_Fit for Purpose 
This project has been designing with extensive input from user groups 
who are intimately aware of the requirements for each space.  There 
is a high degree of resolution in the planning which has arisen from 
multiple iterations arising from feedback loops and options testing. 

V_Value / Budget 

Cost planners have been involved at both the Options Evaluation 
phase and at the end of concept design.  While the brief and budget 
are reasonably well aligned, the budget is reasonably constrained for 
the size of the building.  The design team has worked with WLCC to 
propose options for slightly shrinking the building if necessary. The 
creation of additional public open space is a highly beneficial outcome 
of this option but will require careful consideration to ensure high 
quality space is provided.
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4

4

3

5
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2

 / External facade finishes
1. Precast or GRC clad columns and frames
2. Terracotta Louvres
3. Blond / Sand Terracotta panels
4. Face Brick
5. Semi transparent metallic glass
6. Warm ‘Champagne’ coloured aluminium cladding
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